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Reforgix Support <support@reforgix.com> 1 March 2024 at 23:02
To: "admin@ragezone.com" <admin@ragezone.com>

Dear RageZone Admin,

This letter is to serve as official notification of copyright infringement pursuant to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(”DMCA”) 17 U.S.C. § 512(c) (3) for materials being shared at this link: Sera Online Post. This post is to download an
illegal "private server" using our copyrighted materials for our game "Legend of Ares" (also known as "Ares Online" in
some geographies). The client itself provided in this download is an illegally modified copyrighted work.

My company Reforgix is officially licensed by the exclusive rights holder, Mgame Corporation located in South Korea. I
have attached our Legal Proxy granted by Mgame Corporation.

Our game website (US version in development): https://legendofares.com/
Reforgix website: https://reforgix.com
Mgame Corporation: https://ares.mgame.com/

Upon receipt of this notice, I request that you expeditiously remove or disable access to the files identified above as
being the subject of infringement. As we know that your company simply provides public downloads, we also request
that you provide us with any information you have on the user submitting these files so that we may pursue this matter
further.

I am providing this notice in good faith and with the reasonable belief that my rights as the exclusive rights holder are
being infringed.

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that the information contained in this notification is both true and accurate and that I
am licensed by the legal owner of the copyrighted material identified above.

If you wish to discuss this with me, please contact me directly using the information below:

Name: Jordan Helyer
E-mail (preferred): support@reforgix.com

I appreciate your prompt attention to this matter.

Best,
Jordan Helyer
Reforgix

mgame-reforgix-legal-proxy.pdf
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